A book with siblings in it

Having trouble deciding what to read for the category listed above?
Every title below will work; there are plenty to choose from!

**Adult Fiction**

- Celestial Bodies by Jokha Alharthi
- Mostly Dead Things by Kristen Arnett
- Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
- The Immortalists by Chloe Benjamin
- Family & Other Catastrophes by Alexandra Borowitz
- The Weird Sisters by Eleanor Brown
- The Lake on Fire by Rosellen Brown
- The Winter Sister by Megan Collins
- The Sisters Brothers by Patrick deWitt
- The Brothers Karamazov by Fyoder Dostoyevsky
- The Care and Feeding of Ravenously Hungry Girls by Anissa Gray
- The Parting Glass by Gina Marie Guadagnino
- Homegoing by Yaa Gyasi
- The Nightingale by Kristin Hannah
- Family of Origin by CJ Hauser
- The Cactus by Sarah Haywood
- The Sisters Chase by Sarah Healy
- The Vexations by Caitlin Horrocks
- This Tender Land by William Kent Krueger
- Searching for Sylvie Lee by Jean Kwok
- What My Sister Knew by Nina Laurin
- The Wartime Sisters by Lynda Cohen Loigman
- The Water Cure by Sophie Mackintosh
- The Great Believers by Rebecca Makkai
- When We Found Home by Susan Mallery
- The Harp of Kings by Juliet Marillier
- Middlegame by Seanan McGuire
- A Place for Us by Fatima Farheen Mirza
- Tiny Americans by Devin Murphy
- Velocity Weapon by Megan E. O'Keefe
- The Dutch House by Ann Patchett
- The Grammarians by Cathleen Schine
- Home Fire by Kamila Shamsie
- Marilou Is Everywhere by Sarah Elaine Smith
- Ghost Fire by Wilbur Smith
- Liars' Paradox by Taylor Stevens
- Anything Is Possible by Elizabeth Strout
- The Witchfinder’s Sister by Beth Underdown
- Mrs. Everything by Jennifer Weiner

**Non-Fiction**

- The Pretty One: On Life, Pop Culture, Disability, and Other Reasons to Fall in Love with Me by Keah Brown
- Resilience: Two Sisters and a Story of Mental Illness by Jessie Close and Pete Earley
- Sister Queens: The Noble, Tragic Lives of Katherine of Aragon and Juana, Queen of Castile by Julia Fox
- The Family Next Door: The Heartbreaking Imprisonment of the Thirteen Turpin Siblings and Their Extraordinary Rescue by John Glatt
- Adult Sibling Relationships by Geoffrey L. Greif and Michael E. Woolley
- Sisters First: Stories from Our Wild and Wonderful Life by Jenna Bush Hager and Barbara Pierce Bush
- The Sibling Effect: Brothers, Sisters, and the Bonds That Define Us by Jeffrey Kluger
- Marrow: A Love Story by Elizabeth Lesser
- We Were Brothers by Barry Moser
- The Dressmaker of Khair Khana: Five Sisters, One Remarkable Family, and the Woman Who Risked Everything to Keep Them Safe by Gayle Tzemach Lemmon
- Everything is Horrible and Wonderful: A Tragicomic Memoir of Genius, Heroin, Love and Loss by Stephanie Wittels Wachs

**Teen**

- Children of Blood and Bone by Tomi Adeyemi
- What We Buried by Kate A. Boorman
- Little & Lion by Brandy Colbert
- A River of Royal Blood by Amanda Joy
- Butterfly Yellow by Thanhha Lai
- Strike Zone by Mike Lupica
- Rules for Vanishing by Kate Alice Marshall
- Contagion by Teri Terry
- Enchantée by Gita Trelease
- Slayer by Kiersten White
- White Rose by Kip Wilson
- The Girl King by Mimi Yu